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Claire Muir 

 

Mental Health (Scotland) Bill Consultation 

 

Firstly I would like to endorse Walter Buchanan’s whole submission but find one 

paragraph sums the situation up : “The submission by Hunter Watson details 

many other respects in which Tribunals breach Human Rights. Issues of such 

fundamental importance to patients clearly have great difficulty in remaining on 

the agenda of government bodies, if indeed they ever get there. Rather than 

address these issues, government and professional bodies appear to be 

relying on the difficulties that a patient would face in order to bring a case 

before the EC. ” 

 

At a meeting with Michael Matheson he insisted that lawyers had confirmed the 

Act was ECHR compatible. However, this is not the case as confirmed in the 

letter dated 12 June 2013. “At the point of introduction in the Parliament, the 

Minister introducing the Bill issues a statement confirm legislative competence. In 

this case, on 16 September 2002, Malcolm Chisholm MSP and the Presiding 

Officer both issued statements saying that in their view the provisions of the Bill 

would be within the legislative competence of the Scottish Parliament.” 

 

When the Scottish government passed mental health legislation they exceeded 

their powers under the Scotland act as it clearly ignores human rights, unless you 

can tell me ONE Human Right a sectioned person has. 

Human rights are like fresh air. You take them for granted normally. But from the 

moment they are denied – you can think of nothing else until you regain them.  

 

People who are sectioned badly need the same rights as everyone else; sadly, at 

present there is no official body speaking out in a meaningful way for this 

category of desperate people. Although the UN do seem to be against the MHA. 

On you tube you can google “depot injections destroy artist” in which you will see 

a Jean Cozens who was found hanging on Christmas day after the video was 

made. What would YOU do in her position? It is a position many people on CTOs 

are in. We must not turn a blind eye and deaf ear to their plight. 

 

Even the UN it seems are to be ignored when they issued their General 

Comment No 1 making it quite clear it is torture to be forced to take mind-altering 

drugs. The Mental Welfare Commission, even under Donald Lyons’ watch made 

clear, not only you don’t get told a reason but there does not even have to be a 

reason for detention. Yet, straight away you lose all rights. 
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The Jews had Churchill, the slaves had Martin Luther King. The best I can do is 

is quote from the latter. 

 
In our own nation another unjust and evil system, known as the mental health 
system  has inflicted the sectioned person with a sense of inferiority, deprived 
him of his personhood, and denied him his birthright of life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness.  We need to see that as it is illegal it is not an act of law. It is dead. 
The only question remaining is how costly will be the funeral. 
 

These great changes are not mere political and sociological shifts. They 

represent the passing of systems that were born in injustice, nurtured in 

inequality, and reared in exploitation. They represent the inevitable decay of any 

system based on principles that are not in harmony with the moral laws of the 

universe. If at times we despair because of the relatively slow progress being 

made in re asserting our rights and if we become disappointed because of the 

undue cautiousness shown by the petitions committee let us gain new heart in 

the fact that history holds an eternal reminder to a generation drunk with power 

that in the long run of history might does not make right. 

 

I have not even looked at the questions in the consultation as it does not address 

changes that are needed in the Act as a result of PE01494 which it seems was 

ignored. 

 

It is noticeable from other responses that those profiting from the mental health 

act have produced a clear “us” and “them”. The ones paid by forcing people to 

take drugs think it’s great, those forced into such slavery are against it. May I 

encourage the committee to urge anyone of “them” to answer two questions. 1. 

Name one human right a sectioned person has. (Representation at tribunals is 

not a human right, a fair hearing is. Perhaps one of “us” could confirm or deny 

any example) 2. Name one safeguard of the act and allow one of “us” to refute or 

confirm. 

 

Okay, that would be to much like a debate which would make the “them” 
obviously unanswerable. But if it becomes clear to you, dear committee member 
that there are ZERO human rights and NO safeguards in this act in its current 
form one should refer to the quote: 
 
"Any law which violates the inalienable rights of man is essentially unjust 
and tyrannical : it is not a law at all." Maximillien Robespierre 
 

 

Mrs Claire Muir (Founder member of Psychiatric Rights Scotland) 


